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Abstract: Different fiscal systems may shape different relationships of the central-local government. The transition of the fiscal system is an important perspective to interpret the changes of the relationship between the central and local governments. From the perspective of historical institutionalism, this paper analyzes the changes of China’s fiscal system and the corresponding central-local relationship since the founding of the People’s Republic of China. Since 1949, China’s fiscal administration system has undergone a continuous change process: the fiscal system characterized by “unified revenue and unified expenditure” in the prime of the founding of China, the fiscal system characterized by “fiscal responsibility” in 1980s (the reform and opening-up) and the fiscal system characterized by the tax-sharing system gradually improved. Accordingly, with the evolution of the fiscal system, the central-local relationship characterized by “centralization of authority”, “decentralization and profit sharing” and “grant decision in economy” have been formed respectively. In view of the above, the conclusion is drawn: with the constant reform of the fiscal system, the relationship between the central and local governments is gradually moving from “control” and ‘being controlled’ towards “synergy and cooperation” in China. Finally, they will achieve a benign development.
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1. Introduction

“The fiscal system not only affects the economy and development, but it is the key to effective governance. Its reform and remodeling will become an unavoidable proposition on the way to explore the great country governance in the new era.” [1] The reform of different fiscal systems inevitably results in different central-local government relationships. In 2013, China took “establishing a modern financial system” as the goal and positioned finance at a special height of “the foundation and important pillar of the national governance”, which had an important effect on the central-local relationship. The research perspective viewing the change of the central-local government relationship by studying fiscal system changes has long existed in the academic circle, such as the finance has influence on the behavior of central and local social governance (Feizhou Zhou, & Mingzhi Tan; 2014) [2]; the choice of the central government’s fiscal strategy and the behavior logic of local governments (Chao Yuan, 2018)[3]; China’s central-local government relationship excessively emphasized “political centralization” (Xiangdong Zhang, 2020) [4]. However, from cybernetics’ perspective, these research results believed that the reform of the fiscal system is a political control means adjusting the central-local government relationship, and its purpose is to realize the effective control over local governments through adjusting the fiscal system. With the gradual change of the system and the development of the modernization of the national governance system, the central-local relationship change will have a new definition. The purpose of this paper is to find a new perspective researching the fiscal system changes and the central-local government relationship.
2. The “Unified Revenue and Unified Expenditure” with the “Centralization of Authority” (1949-1979)

2.1. The Fiscal System Characterized by “Unified Revenue and Unified Expenditure”

Since the founding of the People’s Republic of China (PRC), it had practiced the fiscal system characterized by “unified revenue and unified expenditure, unified management” in order to integrate the country’s limited resources. This fiscal system regulated central authority that the central government controlled fiscal revenue from the local, and cured the insufficiency of local finance through appropriation. Under the background of the fiscal system characterized by “unified revenue and unified expenditure, unified management”, financial power and financial resources were administrated by the central government. In 1953, the central government divided financial revenues and expenditures, implemented management level by level. The central government controlled financial power, which meant that local governments were not a financial subject. In 1958, the central government delegated decision-making power of arranging the expenditure in five years to local governments. But as the economy was in a downturn, this measure ended a year later. In 1959, the central government implemented “sharing in the total revenue, having a change every year” instead of executing above-mentioned measures. The central government gave main financial revenue to local government, and budgeted the financial expenditure according to the administrative relation. In 1961, the central government centralized financial management power and enterprise financial power. In 1968, the fiscal system characterized by “two roads” was carried. In 1971, “fixed and covered expenditure with revenue” was put into practice. In 1974, adjusting above-mentioned system, China stipulated that local governments obtain government revenue in a fixed proportion; if exceeding this proportion, it required the central government to set up an additional reserve proportion, named “offer higher” system. In 1976, the fiscal system named “integrating expenditure with revenue, sharing in the total revenue, having a change every year” was implemented. In 1978, there was a new fiscal system that some local governments implemented “integrating expenditure with revenue, sharing proportion of the increased revenue”. In 1979, with the adjustment of economy policies, the factors of increasing expenditure and decreasing income increase, which made it difficult to carry out the fiscal system.

2.2. The Central-local Government Relationship Characterized by “Centralization of Authority”

The fiscal system characterized by “centralization of authority” integrated financial power, and promoted the economy of China. Under this fiscal system, all the financial work including the revenue and expenditure from local governments were controlled by the central government, and local governments were powerless.

The fiscal system characterized by “unified revenue and unified expenditure” played a positive role in developing the economy in the planned economy period. This fiscal system helped China economy to recover from that undone period since China was founded. However, there were some obvious drawbacks. When the central government centralized financial work, its power was expanding so quick that produce a structure that all the financial power was controlled by the central oneself, which suppressed the initiative of local governments and led to plodding economic development. While local governments long to motivate themselves positivity in developing economy, they are bound to use their financial decision-making power and pursue economic benefit, which will result in economic dislocation. This fiscal system hardly achieved a balance between the central finance and the local finance.

In that period, the fiscal system had an effect on the central-local government relationship and led to the state of “centralization of authority”. Meanwhile, the central government always mastered the financial power. Even if giving some power on finance to the local, it depended on the central government’s will. Shangli Lin considered that all fields have demonstrated centralization of authority in the 30 years since China was founded. Although, the central-local government power fluctuated between the two poles of decentralization and centralization in this period, this phenomenon existed only on the premise guaranteeing the absolute authority of the central government, and it was just a division of administrative power without political and legal significance. [5] Therefore, the central-local government relationship integrated economic and financial power in this period, and was named the central-local government relationship characterized by “centralization of authority”.


3.1. The Fiscal System Characterized by the “Fiscal Responsibility System”

In 1980, there was the “dividing revenues and expenditures, implementing the fiscal responsibility system according to administrative rank”. The basic principle of this system was to clarify the powers and responsibilities of local governments, exercise their respective rights and responsibilities, and give free rein to the initiative and creativity of central government and local governments. [6] In 1985, the fiscal system characterized by “dividing taxes, ascertaining revenues and expenditures, implementing the fiscal responsibility system according to administrative rank” made a certain adjustment that tax category became the standard of income and expenditure. In 1988, the trial of the local fiscal responsibility system was implemented. It was tried in all provinces, autonomous regions and municipalities directly under the
Central Government except Guangzhou and Xi’an autonomous regions. This policy had six forms: increasing revenue, sharing in the total revenue, sharing in the total and growth revenue, responsibility of increased paid in, fixed paid in, fixed subsidies, which aimed to encourage local governments to actively levy tax and make retention increases with the rise of taxation.

3.2. The Central-local Government Relationship Characterized by “Fiscal Responsibility System”

3.2.1. The Effect of the “Fiscal Responsibility System”

Overall, becoming different from the past, the fiscal system characterized by “fiscal responsibility system” gave local governments more autonomy, which motivated local governments to take the initiative to create economic value in order to bring development opportunities to local governments. Though there were many positive effects, this system led to the narrow of the central financial power and the severe contraction in the central financial revenue. If things had gone on like this, the central government would have failed to function which could cause serious problems.

3.2.2. The Central Government and Local Governments Under the “Fiscal Responsibility System”

The fiscal administrative system characterized by “fiscal responsibility system” was designed to break the “centralization of authority” system of the central government since 1949 (the founding of China). In this context, the central government committed itself to local governments to achieve economic growth.

In 1985, a series of new issues emerged. Areas with a large proportion of capital paid faced economic decline while the economy rapidly grew. These local governments believed that fiscal equalization pattern depending on “sharing in the total revenue” system seriously affected the reasonable growth of local revenue, producing a phenomenon that high financial revenue areas had a small proportion of financial revenue retained by local governments and a large proportion in capital paid. Meanwhile areas with low financial revenue had a large proportion of financial revenue retained by local governments and a large proportion in capital paid, which was named “those oxen which run faster get more whips”. Based on this context, local governments commenced from the angle of extra-budgetary revenue and non-budget revenue, and replaced the budgetary revenue with it, so as to reduce the proportion of capital paid and obtain more benefits. As the enterprise income tax and turnover tax were divided on their ownership, and the enterprise income accounted for the majority of the local financial revenue, local governments “enriched the people”, “enriched the enterprises”. This measure implemented by local governments resulted in decline of the central financial revenue and economic downturn. “The fiscal responsibility system” was born at the right moment for resolving the issue of the central finance difficulty.

Responsibility-system broke “big rice pot” pattern, and achieved the change from centralized management by the central government to autonomous management by local governments, from departments to regions and from “sharing in the total revenue” to “sharing in revenue by category”, which gave local governments more financial management power. Therefore, local governments had sufficient power to develop the regional economy independently. Finally, all regional economy bloomed together, which formed “the Guangdong model”, “the Wenzhou model” and “the Southern Jiangsu model”.

However, as many scholars believed, the “decentralization and profit sharing” by the central government to local governments will inevitably affect the overall regulatory and management capacity of the central government, making it difficult for the governmental functions to function normally and finally weaken the “state ability”. Everything has the nature of profit-driven. Under the system of “the fiscal responsibility system”, local governments inevitably committed to obtaining their own fiscal revenue and reduced the capital paid. Instead, the purpose that the central government carried out the fiscal responsibility system was to establish a principal-agent relationship between the central and the local and require local governments respond to collection on the central financial revenue. In this case, the central fiscal revenue was limited by the allocation proportion of central-local and the initiative of local governments. If local governments hadn’t taken the initiative collecting taxation or the central share is few, it would have brought a shrinkage in the central financial revenue. The local economic strength increasingly grew and the central government's financial difficulties, which were directly reflected as the “two proportions” (the proportion of government revenue in the GDP and the proportion central revenue in government revenue). Finally, it seriously affected the legitimacy of the central authority.

This policy meant that when local governments got more financial power and resources, they were responsible for collecting revenue from the central financial. Local governments imposed downward taxes, in order to protect their own interests. Finally, it resulted in financial difficulties of grassroots government. For avoiding the “those oxen which run faster get more whips” phenomenon, the central government implemented six forms of “the fiscal responsibility system” in local governments, which broke “the sharing in the total revenue” pattern, caused the imbalance in local financial and made the gap in wealth became highlight.

From the above we mentioned, the central government tried to find a balance of distribution of financial power and resource between the central government and local governments. But as a result of local governments’ profit-driven, the balance was not stable. On the contrary, the government’s ability and efficiency in absorbing fiscal resource were declining rapidly, and the central fiscal capacity was seriously insufficient, which threatened the central government’s authority. Decentralization goes beyond the bottom line [7]. So, the fiscal system needed a new round of reform. Under the fiscal responsibility system, there were many measures that the power from the central government
devolved power to local governments. Therefore, the central-local government relationship was summarized as “decentralization and profit sharing” in this period.

4. The “Tax-Sharing” with the “Grant Decision in Economy” (1994-)

4.1. The Tax-sharing System

4.1.1. The Basic Content of the Tax-sharing System

With the change of the economic system, the financial management system should be adjusted accordingly. The financial management system of every economic stage has obvious economic system imprint.[8] Firstly, the problems caused by the reform of the fiscal system in the 1980s emerged gradually and became increasingly serious in the 1990s. When the central financial revenue got a reduction, local governments became relatively rich, and the central financial balance relied on the capital paid of local governments, and set up a “fund” whose revenue came from local governments in the 1980s. At the same time, the fiscal system named the tax-sharing system which was generally accepted by many states was fashionable in the international community, and the reform and opening-up process accelerated, the market economy gradually launched. Thus, the Chinese government actively introduced and adjusted it to fit China's reality. In the preliminary stage, the tax-sharing system meant implementing two sets of tax laws between the central and local governments so as to divide the fiscal revenue between the central and local governments. Later, it became a financial management system, and the tax division was only a part of the tax-sharing system. [9] Finally, the tax-sharing system was implemented in 1994.

Just as its name implies, the tax-sharing system is a classification of categories and rights about tax. There are many measures: taxes are divided into central tax, local tax and shared tax; establishing two major tax agencies, and the power to collect taxes is controlled by the central and local governments; the financial power is divided on the basis of rationally dividing the administrative powers of governments at all levels; setting up the system of tax return and transfer payment system from the central government to local governments. There are a chart concerning the main source of revenue of the central tax system, the local tax system and shared tax under the tax-sharing system.

Table 1. Tax Category in the Tax-Sharing System.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revenue Type</th>
<th>Tax Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The fixed revenue of the central government</td>
<td>Tariff; Consumption tax and value added tax collected by the customs; Consumption tax; The enterprise income tax from the local bank, the foreign bank and the non-bank financial institution; The income paid by the railway, the head office of the bank, and the insurance company (including the business tax, the income tax, profit and the urban construction maintenance tax); The profit from the central enterprise, and so on. The business tax (except the income tax from the head office of the bank, the railway system and the insurance company); The urban construction maintenance tax (except the revenue from the head office of the bank, the railway system and the insurance company); The local enterprise income tax (except the enterprise income tax from the local bank, the foreign bank and the non-bank financial institution mentioned above); The profit from the local enterprise; The individual income tax; The land-use tax of cities and towns; The fixed asset investment regulation tax; The real estate tax; The tax on vehicles and vessels use; The stamp tax; The slaughtering tax; The agricultural and animal husbandry tax; The cultivated land use tax; The contract tax; The death and gift tax; The land value increment tax; The revenue from paid use of land state-owned, and so on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The fixed revenue of local governments</td>
<td>The value-added tax; The resource tax (many resource taxes except the offshore petroleum resources tax belong to the local revenue); The securities transaction (stamp) tax;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The sharing revenue between the central and local China has made important adjustments to the tax-sharing system Since 2002, 1</td>
<td>In addition to some income taxes including the income tax from the railway system, the state post, the bank and the offshore oil and gas enterprise, other the enterprise and individual income tax was shared by the central and local governments in proportion.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.2. The Adjustment Concerning the Tax-sharing System

Since the tax-sharing system was carried out, the central government has made some adjustments about its basic principles and content in order to adapt to volatile situation.
spite of this, its spirit is constant. In 2002, there were some adjustments about the income tax made by the central government which regulated that the individual income tax and the enterprise income tax was shared by the central and the local in the same proportion (except a few special industries and enterprises). In 2003, China set the ratio to 6:4 between the central and the local, and required the central government to use its revenue for transfer payment. In 2004, the export rebates reform was put forward and it regulated the part being ahead of last year’s share was undertaken by the central and local governments at 75:25. In 2015, the proportion undertaken by local governments decreased. Besides, the central government also made other adjustments such as increasing the share of the stamp tax on securities trading undertaken by it and added the items and amounts of tax rebates to local governments.

4.2. The Central-local Government Relationship Characterized by “Grant Decision in Economy”

4.2.1. The Overall Impact of the Tax-sharing System

The advantages of the tax-sharing system began to shine after it replaced the “fiscal responsibility” system. The development from the local fiscal responsibility system to the tax-sharing system meant that China’s fiscal system was gradually institutionalized and standardized, and it replaced the previous uncertain policies with a new system, which was a great progress.

The fiscal administration system named by the tax-sharing system is an institution that is widely accepted by the international community. It was designed to increase the revenue of the central government. Hence there is the regulation of the tax-sharing system: the central tax mainly includes the state-level tax; the local tax mainly includes those taxes which are suitable to be levied by local governments according to administrative subordination; the shared tax mainly includes taxes that are not suitable to collect and manage by the central or local governments alone. Among the three categories above mentioned, the central government obviously accounts for the vast majority of fiscal revenue. The revenue of the central government has a huge increase, and the “two proportions” and “the state-ability” get an obvious promotion, which puts the central government in a stronger position than local governments.

As far as the tax-sharing system itself is concerned, as the most advanced fiscal system universally recognized by every state all over the world, its scientific nature is self-evident. But in the practice of states, there are a variety of issues. In the implementation of tax distribution system in China, there are several serious institutional problems: the first, local governments’ power is indefinite; the second, the enterprise income tax is levied by local governments; the third, the shared tax accounts for quite high proportion in all the revenue; in the these troubles, the most serious problem is the definition of the administrative power. [10] The basic principle of the tax-sharing reform is to divide the financial power according to the administrative power, but the division of the financial power is universal instead of the division of administrative power ignored in reality. In 1994, the demarcation of the tax-sharing reform was an introduction about the context in that period, and it didn’t make further progress. One salient feature of the sharing mode is the imbalance of the power and responsibility (the administrative power) of central and local. Although local governments may gain half of all the revenues, they bear more than 80% of the expenditure responsibility. [11] In terms of the division of administrative power and expenditure responsibility, local governments have less right of speech, and the central government has the decision-making power, which may lead to unreasonable division. [12] The administrative power is what the government should do, and its division means defining the government’s functions: what the government should do and should not do, and finally reasonably divide the financial power on this basis, which needs to take a long time to figure this out. It is extremely difficult to make the administrative power clear, but it is an essential link for implementing the tax-sharing system.

4.2.2. The Central Government and Local Governments Under the Tax-sharing System

The central government under the tax-sharing system is a principal beneficiary. After collecting most the state’s revenue through dividing tax, the central authority has been significantly enhanced. By setting up tax authorities and levying taxes separately, it avoids local governments to retain for itself; implements the transfer payment system to ensure the normal operation of local governments. The central government basically achieves the purpose of the tax-sharing reform, and financial resources focus on the central government. The central government takes the dominant position, and local governments have to rely on it. The central government implements fiscal constraints on local governments through the tax-sharing system. As the central government’s fiscal revenue increasing, it strengthens the central government’s economic control over local governments and incentive to local governments in finance and tax. [13]

Under this system, local governments dominated by the policy respond appropriately and seeks actively the development path suitable for the government at the corresponding level since the tax-sharing reform. When the central government accounts for the vast majority of fiscal revenue, local governments begin to explore a new revenue-resource, purse non-budget revenue and try to bargain with the central government to protect their interests.

Since the tax-sharing was applied, local governments in a passive position have begun to adjust their ways of the revenue growth. In the prime of the tax-sharing, the enterprise income tax was still collected by the administrative unit owning enterprises. For this reason, local governments concentrated on enterprises in their administrative division. In 2002, the central government made an adjustment about the income tax which setting the ratio on allocation of income
taxes to 6:4 between the central and the local. As a result, the revenue of local governments has to rely on the business tax instead of enterprise. Since then, the tertiary industry and the construction industry have become the main income sources for local governments.

At the same time, local governments pay attention to the extra-budgetary revenue and the non-budget revenue. The tax-sharing system actually confines the scope of local governments’ financial power. Although local governments’ financial power is rising, the scope of local financial power is not expanded in the same proportion. Therefore, local governments are bearing the expenditure responsibility that is not commensurate with their financial power, which deviates from the goal of “consistent power and responsibility.” [14] Finally local governments have to focus on non-budgetary funds in increasing revenue. Due to the government performance evaluation and the current system (local governments had relatively independent the financial, approval, legislative and economic power), local governments take promoting economic growth and expanding fiscal revenue as the goal. Under the condition of strict control over the budget revenue including the tax, increasing government’s expenditure has to rely on a large number of extra-budgetary revenue. [15] The non-budgetary funds are not subject supervised and approved by the People’s Congress, and local governments may extract and retain by themselves. The non-budget funds obtained by local governments are not limited in quantity and use, and can be fully utilized as free funds, and thus local governments take non-budget funds as their main revenue-source. At this time, the main sources of non-budget funds for local governments are the land transfer revenue and the agricultural reserve. However, due to the huge differences in the eastern and western China, the sources of non-budget funds for local governments are different. Because there are many acreages agricultural land in the middle and western China, the agriculture is the most important income-source for people in the middle and western regions, which leads to the phenomenon that local governments gain revenues through the reserve of the agricultural tax and the agriculture. Unlike the middle and the western regions, local governments obtain revenues mainly come from the development and transfer of the land in the eastern where the number of people is greater than the number of the land, and it is high cost of land. Some local governments are difficult to maintain the balance of financial revenue and expenditures and need to rely on the transfer payment of the central government to fill the financial gap, which leads to they begin to rely on the central government. Therefore, there is a scene of local governments asking the central government for projects in the spring every year, which has become an important the local financial revenue-resource. The goal of the tax-sharing system in enhancing the “two proportions” and “state-capacity” has been basically achieved, but the problems in weakening the disparity of financial resources and the public services level caused by the development-speed between different regions have not been solved. On the contrary, they have become more serious partly than before. This means that the middle region lags far behind the eastern and western regions [16].

Different from the fiscal responsibility system, local governments under the tax-sharing system are free and fixable in collecting taxes. Because of the central government relatively-centralized, instead of being “managed dead”, local governments under the tax-sharing system are constantly exploring new revenue-sources to maintain themselves functioning.

The central-local government relationship is characterized by “grant decision in economy” from the central to the local. On one hand, it grants the autonomy of local budgets. On the other hand, it emphasizes the unified leadership of the central government. This is the inevitable requirement of fiscal decentralization and the embodiment of the principle of democratic centralism system under the unitary system in China. [17] The tax-sharing reform in 1994 reconstructed the interest relationship between the central government and local governments and made the central government occupy the majority of the state fiscal revenue. We can see decentralization-power from the central government to local governments: the central government decentralizes parts of fiscal administrative power to local governments; reasonably dividing tax; setting up the tax shared by the central and the local, and so on. Meanwhile, when the central government collected the vast majority of state financial resources, a series of game behaviors made by local governments indicated that the central-local government relationship has become gradually negotiable and cooperative rather than lean to one side. Hence, the central-local government relationship under the tax-sharing system is named by “grant decision in economy”.

5. Conclusion

Based on the fiscal system reform and the central-local relationship analysis above three stages, there is a conclusion: as the financial management system characterized by the tax-sharing is implemented, the central-local government relationship is no longer dominated by the central government unified centralization and decentralization, but under the premise of “political centralization”. As a new fiscal system reform deepening and deeply adjust the tax-sharing system, it becoming more collaborative; with the constant interaction of the central and local government, it will move from absolute control to consultation and cooperation. Thus, a more benign central-local relationship will be formed, and it get rid of phenomenon that “if decentralizing power, it will mess up; if centralizing power, it will die”. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the development of the relationship between fiscal system reform and the central-local government relationship from the perspective of synergies different from traditional studies, so as to carry out a new round of fiscal system reform, form a more reasonable central-local government relationship, and promote the modernization of national governance in the new era.
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